
7.4 EU Competitlvefless Effets

It is now well known that exporters in large economies pursue policles of price discnrnination.

The empirical evidence suggests that firms in this position can "price to market' (that is, pnoce exports

in flxed ternis for the importing countrys currency). But is it always desirable to "price to market"?

Because of real exchange rate changes, this will flot always be the case, as increases In aggregate

demand abroad will cause exporters to want to raise export prices in relation to the domestic rnarket.

Thus relative export pnices will rise.

But "pricing to rnarket' will depend flot only on real exchange rates (because of price

discrimination), but also on nominal rigidities in the dornestic price level. See Giovannifli (1988) for a

more detailed discussion.

In international economics, the role of exchange rate "pass-through" is also closely related to

q"pricing to rnarket'. "Pass-through" refers to the effect on imnport prices from changes in exchange

rates. If exportera "prie to market' and fux prices in ternis of the irnporter's currency, the degree of

"pass-through" will theoretically be zero, as exchange rate fluctuations wilI only affect the exporte>s

mark-up. Clearly, though, the role of competitiori is important here, as if the exporter decides to pnice

and invoice in the importer's currency, then the exporter is essentially carrying aIl the exchange rate

risk (note here that pricing and invoicing do flot necessarily occur in the same currency). The greater

the degree of competitiori, the more likely it is that the exporter wilI be forced to "price to market", and

therefore the lower the degree of exchange rate "pass-through" to the împorting country. As Friberg

and Vredin (1996> note, the degree of "pass through" to the irnporter's currency price decreases with

the degree of market concentration, and increases with thie extent of substitutability between goods

and with the market share of foreign flrms relative to local competitors. Thus it is clear mhat "pass

through" should be high for imnports from a country with a large market share.

Applying these theoretical results to the Canada-EU situation implies mhat Canadian imports

from the EU should, as trade invoicing is higher for Canadian imports, and the EU clearly has a larger

market share in many goods and services than Canada does, resuit in a non-negligible level of upass

through". Canadian exporters, on the other hand, will Iikely have to increasingly adopt "price to

market" tactios, if Canadien exports are to remain competitive ini the EU, mhus increasing mhe level of

nisk for Canadian exporters and lncreasing the amount of ouro trade invoicing in the future. These are

the direct effects on competitiveness, but there may also be effects ernanating from competitors in

mhird countries. If these third countries are outside mhe EU, then mhe only differentiating factor in terms
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